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ABSTRACT. A growing body of social-scientific literature drawingon the experience of village-based northern bush economies demonstrates that
adaptation to industrial economy entrepreneurial opportunities is both difficult and problematic.An analysis of the basic social and administrative
structures of the bush, industrial and“next” economies (those focused on information and service) reveals that the bush economy has many shared
structural parallels with the
next economy and that this congruence can
be exploited by members of the busheconomy seeking next economy business
of production
unit
has strong affinities to the re-emergence
of small businesses
opportunities. In particular it is noted that the bush economy household
skills, cooperative management, utilization
of appropriate new technology, disintermediationand emphasis on the
based on a family model, generalist
integration of work with theentrepreneur’s cultural and personal
values. A modelis proposed for community-based share offerings
and is developed to
include community corporateculture, local employee training and the creationnew
of business opportunities. This model emphasizes the retention
of
locally generated capitalin the community and its utilization for the start-up
of a varietyof businesses in the information and service sector.
Key words: village and bush economies, next (information and service) economy, native economic development, community-based development,
entrepreneurship
&SUMÉ. Un nombre croissant de documents sociaux-scientifiques qui s’appuient sur l’expériencedes économies naturelles du Nord A partir de
villages, montre que l’adaptation aux opportunités qui découlent de l’esprit d’entreprise dans une économie industrielle, est A la fois difficile et
problématique. Une analyse des structures sociales et administratives fondamentales de I’économie naturelle, de I’économie industrielle et de la
“prochaine” économie (celle qui se concentre sur l’information et les services) révble
que cette dernibre et l’économie naturelle ont des structures
parallbles sur bien
des points. L’analyserévble aussi que cette congruence peut
être mise B profit par les membres de I’économie naturelle qui cherchent
des opportunités d’affaires dansla prochaine économie.En particulier, on remarque quel’unité familiale de production de1’6conomie naturelle a de
fortes affiiités avec la réapparition de petites entreprises fondées
le modble
sur familial, le savoir-faire polyvalent, la gestion coopérative, l’utilisation de
nouvelles technologies appropriées, la suppression
des intermédiaireset l’accent mis sur l’intégration
du travail aux valeurs culturelles et personnelles de
qui est ddvelopp6 pour inclure la culture corporative de la
l’homme d’affaires.On propose un modble pour des offres d’actions dans la communauté,
communauté, la formation
des employés sur place et la création de nouvelles opportunitds
dans les affaires. Ce modble met l’accent sur la rétention dans
l’informationet des services.
la communautédu capital créé sur
place, et son utilisation pour faire démarrer une variété d’entreprises dans le desecteur
Motsclés:économiesdevillageetéconomie
naturelle, prochaineéconomie(information et services), développementdconomiqueindigbne,
développement fondé sur la communauté, esprit d’entreprise

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the
current trend of
economic evolution away from the industrial economy to the
next economy, sometimes referred to as the information and
service economy, in the context of native andlocal aspirations
for community-based, sustainabledevelopment.Direct evidence of theemergingimportance of the information and
service industriesto Canada as a whole indicates that
during the
period 1975-85 over 1 180 O00 new jobs were created in the
field of community, business and personal services (Clarkson
Gordon, 1986:6). These includeeducational, health and social
services, accommodation and beverage services, amusement
and recreation. Second and third leaders in new job creation
duringthisperiodweretrade
(350 000 jobs) and finance,
insurance and realestate (170 O00 jobs). Interestingly enough,
the traditional sourcesof Canadian (and northern) employment
in the resource sector (forestry, fishing and trapping, mines,
quarries and oil wells) produced collectivelyonly 70 O00 new
jobs. Clearly the overall job landscape of the country, both
South and North, is changing, and goods-producing industries
are significantly behind service industries. In 1985, just over
seven in ten working Canadians were employed in theservice
sector. This is more than 1.8 million more than in 1975 and
represents a 3 1% increase for the decade. During this period
there was virtually no growth
in the goods-producingindustries.

Giventheabovephenomena,
it istime to question once
again, albeit from a slightly different angle, the relevance of
linking northern development
to resource industry megaprojects
of the industrial economy. As notedby Berger (1977: 123):
It is self-deception to believe that large-scale industrial development would end unemployment and underemployment
of native
people in the North. In the f i s t place, we have always overestimated the extent to which native people are unemployed and
underemployed by understating their continued reliance on the
land. Secondly, we have never fully recognized that industrial
development has, in itself, contributed to social, economic, and
geographic dislocation among native people.

WhileBerger’sargumentsweredevelopedinanorthern
Canadian context, they are also increasingly linked to other
northern regions that reflect the hinterland/metropolis dependency relationship. Berger (1985) continued developing ideas
for the promotion of regional diversification by strengthening
the renewable resource sector. In the promotion of traditional
strengths, Berger (198555) wrote that the economy of
subsistence lies at the heart of culture and “enables the Native
peoples to feel at one with their ancestors, at homeinthe
present, confident of the future. ”
While sustained contact with the dominant society has, of
course, altered the northern subsistence
economy, it still remains
as the core of village economy in
Alaska, and arguably in most
traditional communities in the Canadian Northas well. Today
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this economy of subsistence, of the village, of the land, of the
view to capitalizingonconcepts of small-scale production,
bush, is really an adaptive utilization of a renewable resource
regionalism, sharing markets, a respect for consumerism, the
base with many sophisticated linkages to the wage economy.
championing of the Renaissance Man approach to education,
energy conservation and a strongly re-emergent sense of enviLest one think the vitally adaptive nature
of the busheconomi
110-11l),
is exclusively a northern phenomenon, it is important to under- ronmental stewardship. In Hawken’s analysis (1983:
the next economy will reverse the mass-to-informationratio of
standthat it also exists, inslightlymodified
form, in the
Maritimes. The Newfoundland Royal Commission on Employ- the industrial economy. Rather than rewarding people forspecializationand consumption, thenexteconomywillreward
ment and Unemployment recently documented the persistence
thosewithgeneralskillswhoarehighly
self-sufficient and
of occupational pluralism, flexibility, adaptability, home prorelatively less reliant on specialists. A higher ratio of informaduction, therhythm of a seasonal lifestyle andhousehold
self-reliance (House, 1986). The commission noted that mistion to mass implies that each entrepreneur in the next economy
will be information rich and experience wise.
guided mainlanders hadfor years tried to convince Newfoundlanders that the urban-industrial model would bring economic
health,onlyto
be provenwrong in a series of failed
THE BUSH ECONOMY
megaprojects. “In almost all of the blueprints offered to us for
The term bush economy is used here
to describe the economy
industrialization” thecommissionnotedthat
local strengths
of small, traditional, northern communities reliant
on renewable
“have been seen as barriers to economic
development” (House,
resource gathering and harvesting their
for livelihood. While the
1986:8). It isinteresting to notethatthecommissionfound
antecedents of the modem formof the bush economyare as old
indigenouslocalstrengthswellsuited
to a new dream of a
as man’s occupationof the continent, the modem form incorpopost-industrial society of decentralizedworkplaces, selfrates a new reliance on the
household, normally a family-related
governing communities and a service-dominated economy. In
the same vein
as Berger, House urged residents of the hinterland group, mechanizedbush transportation, guns, radios, storeto abandon externally imposed industrial economy development bought traps and snares
and, increasingly, a strongly proprietary
concept of hunting, gathering and trappingareas. While the old
plans in favour of locally developed ones with the sanction of
indigenous culture.
traditions of sharing, loaning, trading and bartering persist in
the bush economy, along with the strong cultural ties of lanArmed with the foregoing analyses of the persistence of the
bush(or village, or indigenous) economy and the emerging
guage, marriage and cosmology, new traditions and cultural
importance of the next (or information and service) economy,
adaptations are emerging.
It is this mix of old and new that gives evolutionary thrust
to
this paper analyzes the basic components
of the bush, industrial
the bush economy and spurs
on its survival in the
1980s. “Again
and next economies, with a view to determining the optimum
and again people have said that one or another Indian society
point of entry for the northern entrepreneur. This person is at
was dead or dying - only to discover, sometimes fifty years
best a marginal participant in the bush economy and one who
knows well the frustrationsof previous attempts at entryto the
later, that it was.stil1 alive” (Brody, 1981:283). Native people
all over Canada have shown
just how resilient the bush economy
industrial economy. He or she now seeks a business opportunity
thatmeldslocal
skills with a sustainable regional business
can be in theface of continuing industrial economicexpansion.
venture.Such a venturewillnotdependonresource
A recent anthropological and economic analysis
by DeLancey
megaprojects for either its start-up or the majority of its cash
andUsher(1986)characterizesthehousehold
as themost
flow. While megaprojects may provide local contracts, these
readily observable unitof both production and consumption in
must be viewed as only part of a menu of successful business
the bush economy. The authors demonstrate that this combinadevelopment.
tion of production and consumption one
in unit is sharplyat odds
In concept this paper owes a large intellectual debt to Paul
with the split of these functions in the industrial
economy. The
Hawken, author of The Next Economy (1983) and self-taught
basic unit of production in the industrial economy is the comconsultant and businessman. He is the co-author (with James
pany, and this unit is separated
by a host of intermediaries from
Ogilvy, of Science Research Institute International, and Peter
the individual consumer. Where the bush economy is family
Schwartz, of Royal DutcWShell) ofSeven Tomorrows: Toward
centred, cooperative and sharing, the company is hierarchical,
a Voluntary Hisrory. Hawken is also the economic editor of
divorced from the family and competitive. The household unit is
Coevolution Quarterly. He holds no academic degrees but is
generally more stable over time, endures for many years and
widely sought out by industry, government, foundations and
loses or gains membership through natural
processes. A companon-profitorganizations for hiseconomiccommentaryand
ny’s fortunes rise and fall with the market and executive skill,
advice. His company, Smithand Hawken,Ltd., sells high
and its loss or gain of employees is based solely on the bottom
qualityhouseholdtoolson
a mail order basisin Sausalito,
line of economic performance.
California, and allows himto practice what he preaches.
It shouldalsobenotedthatthebusheconomyactively
Readers who strongly aspire to jobs in big business in the
supports generalizable skills and cannot sustain many specialmanipulative upper strata of the industrial economy will resist
ists. Householders must be
flexible and proficient in
harvesting,
this paper’s central thesis:namely, that we are inthe process of
gathering, processing, servicingand other ancillarysupport
economic system change, away from large-scale production,
activities. The hunter whose skidoo breaks down in the bush
homgeneity of style, the corneringof markets, the consumptive
cannot rely on the services
of a helicopter-borne mechanic-he
ethic, the pursuitof specialized skills in narrowlydefined fields
must bemechanically self-reliant and intellectually selfand professions, wasteful use of energy and natural resources
sufficient. In Hawken’s analysis (1983: 111) such a person is
and a tolerance for ever-declining standards of environmental
a higher ratio of
reliant on information capital and demonstrates
health.
information to mass in hiswork. He cannot rely on intermediarThis paper arguesfor adaptation to the next economy witha
ies to cope with breakdowns, and he cannot afford excessive
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services of intermediariesincapitalgoods
exchanges. Toa
trapper the retailer’s mark-up is cause enough to deal with a
wholesaler. The mailorder catalogue is a key source document
in the bush economy because
it represents directdealing without
the interference of aggressive and superfluous retail clerks.
In very basic terms the bush economy cannot
sustain expensive linkages between its basic components. Lawyers, MBAs,
accountantsandsalespeoplewouldbe
severe drags on its
efficiency and capacity, and thus they are largely irrelevant to
thebushhousehold.Adversaryrelationshipsareextremely
damaging to householder efficiency andareconsequently
avoided whenever possible. Over-consumption
of harvest commodities is also a dangerous threat to the welfare of the bush
economy, and householders are taught from an early age
to
conserve country food, fur, energy and equipment. Thehousehold inthe bush economy tends therefore
to be information rich
and mass poor. Because of the lack of differentiation between
tasks, the avoidance of over-specialization and
the involvement
of allmembers of thehouseholdin harvesting, processing,
servicingandsupporting tasks, workisnotseparated
from
leisure to the same degree as in industrial economies. Consequently one often hears members ofbushhouseholdsmake
comments such as:
You know-I have never worked more
than threemonths inmy
order to go
life. I have always had to quit a job in September in
back out on the trapline. [Dave Gray, in Kelly Lake, B.C.,
pers. comm. 1982.1

In the bush economy familylife, leisure, work and agingare
integrated into a cohesive whole. Humanitarian values and a
conservative ethic guide householdlife, and a profoundsense of
environmentalstewardship guides relations withthenatural
world. Aswe shall see in the next section on the industrial
economy, inmanyrespects
it istheantithesis of the bush
economy thesis. We shall later argue that the next economy
represents a useful synthesis.
THE INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY

The term industrial economy is used here to describe the
dominant economyof the capitalist first and secondworlds. The
antecedents of this economy go back some 12 OOO years to the
start of the agricultural age, when proprietary land ownership
and surplus crop production allowed differentiation of social
status and the creation of a religious elite and stimulated the
development of a hostof intermediate roles between economic
components. As we have seen in the discussion of the bush
economy, the industrial economy fundamentally interprets the
roles of producer and consumer as company and
individual. The
ranking elite in the corporate hierarchyexist to harness the work
of other individuals (labour), vastsuppliesof cheap power
(energy) and equity anddebt financing (capital) in thecause of
production. In this systemlabour, energy andcapital are viewed
as separate commodities of exchange. By exploiting cheap
energyandlabourinthecauseofmass
production, large
industrialconglomerateshavegrown
up, and currently this
trend continues inour society in theform of corporate mergers
and acquisitions.
The naturaltrendinthiseconomy
is toexpansion. As
Hawken noted (1983:110), an idea becomes a shop, a shop
becomesachainandachainbecomesan
industry - for
Esso and McDonald’s.Small
example,GeneralMotors,
businesses that cannot compete against the expansionist trend

quickly are submerged. Aggressive mass media
campaigns run
by classic non-essential intermediaries (advertising agencies)
create mass desire daily for non-essential products. Galbraith
(1958) first exposed and analyzed this
system, and it is remarkable thedegree to whichconspicuousconsumption ofnonessentials continues into the1980s. Nader (1966) made asimilar
contribution to the analytical study of the industrial economy
and exposed the deliberate use of built-in obsolescence by the
automobile industry. Hawken’s (1983) analysis contributed the
concepts of intermediation andhomogenization,whereby largescale production requires product uniformity and long-duration
production runsto maximize efficiency and thusprofit. The end
result is lot
a of products thatlook, feel and often taste the same.
Just as theindustrialeconomy exists to expand, promote
intermediation and homogeneity and maintain a high mass-toinformation ratio, so does it produce high levels (mass, once
again) of waste, anxiety, pollution and toxicity. It is an understatement to say that the industrial economy and
the natural
world are working at cross purposes. With the separation of
production and consumption and
corporate and individual interest, theenvironmentaldegradationoftheproduceris
often
hidden from the consumer, and vice versa. Consequently the
industrial society differs greatly from the bush society in
the
proximity of causes and effects. When
the household is the
primary unit of production and
consumption, it is hard to sweep
waste and pollution and cause and effect from the eyes of the
family. Whereas the bush economy relies on the contributions
of household generalists, the industrial economyrelies heavily
on corporate specialists. Lawyers, MBAs and accountants fill
an important intermediary nicheat all levels of the hierarchy. In
their respective roles as guardians
of narrow bodiesof expertise
they effectivelyfilter most information flow between and among
economic components. Those who
aspire to the highest levels
of
corporate management have little
choice but to master one of the
professional businessdisciplines, and as corporate mergers and
acquisitions increase business complexity, fast-track management aspirants will increasingly seek out double-barrelled professional qualifications. At the level of senior management all
of this expertise is usedto manage adversarialrelationships with
other companies,government regulatory agencies and aggrieved
consumers. And at the end of to
eight
twelve hours of adversarial
battle thesenior corporate manager returns home
to a household
in the suburbs to try to totally distance himself from the events of
the day. The worlds of home and work
are divided by more than
asphalt in the industrial economy.
From the above analysis it becomes
clear that bush economy
generalists, who favour the household unit of production and
consumption, who daily live in close proximity to cause and
effect of their actions, who are accustomed to mediating disputes and sharing theharvest, who are information rather than
capital rich and who are by
their nature conservers andstewards
of the naturalenvironment, will not easily fit into the industrial
economy. Armed with this awareness we may now proceedto
an analysis of the next economy.
THE NEXT ECONOMY

The term next economy is used here
to describe the postindustrial economy, one predicated on energy conservation,
capital conservation and knowledge intensification. In a
burgeoning popular literature on the next economy we have
been deluged with buzz words and buzz phrases:
quality circles,
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Hawken, however,foresaw a peaceful revolution in
place of
Hubbert’s turmoil and crisis. This revolution will be one of
rethinking and redesignof virtually every product, process and
service(Hawken, 1983:214-215). Whentherethinkingkedesign
revolution is over, companies will be smaller and consumers
smarter. Adversary relationships, expensive regulatory processes and the role of specialists will be at end.
an Conspicuous
consumption,mass production and built-in obsolescence be
will
replaced by consumerism and conservatism. Most classes of
intermediaries, especiallybusiness professionals, advertising
agency personnel and retail sales
workers, will be re-employed
in more productive capacities. Informal education, generalist
capabilities and information capital will ally with computersto
create an information-richsociety. In this society theindividual
1983:2.]
will succeed in direct proportion to the degree that his leisure
Given that economic growth and inexpensive natural resource
and work are integrated.
exploitation could not continue forever and that an economic
Returning now to the native and local entrepreneur and the
contraction was (is) inevitable, the onset of the next economy
bush economy, we can begin to set up some parallels with the
shouldcomeasno
surprise. In fact, itsgradualappearance
next economy. Thelist in Table 1 of parallels is not meantto be
should be welcomed.
exhaustive; it is rather intendedto suggestthe emerging similarWhile the formation of the OPEC producers’ cartel in 1973
ity between the bush economy and the next
economy. Thenext
can be logically viewed as a key date in the next economy’s
step inthisanalysis
for thenativeandlocal
entrepreneur
birthing trauma, its birth was predicted in1949 by Hubbert. His
involves taking stockof bush economy skills at the community
startling prediction (at a United Nations-sponsored meetingon
level and blending themwithanext
economyeconomic
natural resources conservation) that the
fossil fuel era would be
opportunity.
of a very short duration was on the
front page of The New York
JOINING THE NEXT ECONOMY
Times thenextday
(Clark, 1983). Hubbert challenged the
reigning experts in the energy forecasting business by taking
Moving from thinking to doing is always adifficult process,
reserve estimates acceptedby the petroleum industry and math- and never more
so than when the activity involvedsetting
is up a
ematicallyextrapolatingthem
to show(if his analysis was
new business. In this section of the paper we will consider a
accurate) that90% of the recoverablecrude in theLower 48 will
series of steps leading to the creation of a next economy small
be gone before the year 2000. In 1961 Hubbert revised his
by Figure 1, showing
business. In this processwe will be guided
calculations for the National Academy of Sciences, basing his
a model graphically portraying four planning components on
estimates on discoveries vs. the rate of exploration. His new
two axes: (1) community strategy, (2) business development
analysis proved veryclose to figures that were widely accepted
options, (3) equity offer options, and (4)employee training,
in the 1970s. In 1961 Hubbert predicted that Lower 48 natural
development and businessopportunities.
gas supplies would peak in 1975; in fact they peaked in 1973
The underlying principle of this model is provision
of an
(Clark, 1983:21-22). More recently Hubbert has focused his
opportunity for broad-based community equity and employthinking onthe incompatibility of the science of matter-energy
ment participation in a chosen small business
venture. As well,
and the money system. simple
In
termsHubbert questionedhow
there is also an opportunity for external equity participationby
the industrial economy can continue when the matter-energy
governments and corporations. The model builds onthe notion
system is limited and money’s growth is not.
In his own words:
that peopletake more responsibilityfor and apply more scrutiny
I was in New York in30’s.
the I had abox seat at the depression.
to the development of a small business venture they’own
when a
I can assure you it was a very educational experience. We shut
piece of it. By instituting community equity participation, the
the country down because of monetary reasons. We had manbush economy household unit andits strong values of sharing,
power and abundant raw materials. Yet we shut the country
self-reliance, environmentalstewardshipand
integration of
down. We’re doing the same kind of thing now
but with a
productionandconsumptionareboosted
to thecommunity
different material outlook. We
are not in the positionwe were in
1929-30 with regard to the future. Then the physical system waslevel. This is really the philosophicalstarting point of the next
economy model in native and localeconomics.
ready to roll. This time it’s not. We are ininthea crisis
evolution
From this community ownership basenative andlocal entreofhumansociety. It’sunique to bothhumanandgeologic
history.Ithasneverhappenedbeforeanditcan’tpossibly
preneurs can develop specific strategies for participation in the
happen again. You can only use oil once. You can only use
information and service economy.These strategies must realismetals once. Soon all the oil is going tobe burned and all the
tically be based on community capabilities and needs. They
metals mined and scattered. (Clark, 1983:22).
should build on local strengths and information
capital, and they
should work toward the goal
of community self-reliance. StemWhile the above-mentioned crisis is frightening in itself,
ming the leakage of community moniesto outside markets is a
Hubbert’s view was that society can and will
adapt. He pregoodplace to start strategizing. Consider the following
dicted the price will be the abandonment of the workethic and
questions:
the idea that sustained growthis possible and normal. Hubbert
Where does the communitybuy its groceries, automobile
foresaw a coming periodof intellectual turmoil to rival that of
gas, clothing, heating fuel, banking and leisure services?
the period 1780-1880 when Hutton, Lye11 and Darwingave the
Whoowns
the businessesand
profits by theabove
world the geologic, as opposed to the Biblical, view of history
expenditures?
and evolution.

low-level status differentiation, intrapreneurship, team product
assembly, synergism,management by walking around, decentralization, matrixmanagement,theory
Z, management by
objectives, skunkcamp, wellness, corporateculture, demassing,
niches, knowledge capital, out-sourcing and disintermediation,
to recite but a few (BusinessWeek, 1986). Faced with signs of
growing economic crises, business executives have beenlatching onto any management idea thatlooks like a quick fix. This
paper argues that in reality the time for quick fixes is past. We
are now in a period of transition between economies and are
witnessing the relative decline of the mass economy, the economy of the industrial age, a period during which nations amassed
enormous manufacturing capabilities that depended
on the large
scale extraction of resources, particularly fossil fuels. [Hawken,
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TABLE 1 . Bush economy parallels with the next economy
economyNexteconomy
Bush
household unit of production and
consumption
reliance on informal learning
and generalist skills
shared responsibility within the
household unit fora wide variety
of tasks; sharing of harvest profit
with extended family kinship
network
utilization of appropriate new
technology (e.g., the skidoo and
bush radios) to improve harvest
efficiency
disinterest in the service of
intermediaries (e.g., reliance on
mail order service)
focus on self-reliance and selfsufficiency as household
philosophy
emphasis on integration of work
and leisure within household unit
of production
strong senseof environmental
stewardship, and the importance
of conservation

re-emergence of small business
based on family model
moving away from professionalism to broad-based skills
moving away from hierarchical
organization to cooperative
management, profit sharing and
employee stock ownership
utilization of new computer
technology to manage information more efficiently

disintermediation caused by
contraction of the economic
system
focus on self-reliance and selfsufficiency as small business
culture
emphasis on integration of small
business with entrepreneur’s
values and loves
re-emergence of environmental
ethic among entrepreneurs, and
use of the ethic to build small
business markets (e.g., wilderness tour companies, Greenpeace
direct mail fund raising,
mountain bikes!)
increasing emphasis on physical
importance of stamina and
physical fitness, whole foods and fitness, and linkage of physical to
holistic medicine to maintaining mental fitness; re-emergence of
the lifestyle
wholefoodand
drink market
begun in 1960s; breakdown of
medical profession’s control of
expertise (e.g., midwifery and
paramedical practice growth)
emphasis on doing it rightf ithe
s t moving away from built-in
time, and taking time to doa job obsolescence to quality
well
living a life richer in knowledge making do with less also means
capital than money
capital
making less
money
How much in total of these expenditures takes place away
from the community?
What can the community do to assert a greater degree of
self-reliance and self-sufficiency?
What unique community values should form the basis of the
community’s corporate culture?
What business(es) make the host economic and social sense
to the community?
Where do we go from here?
While the above questions deal in community terms and needs
exclusively, it is nowtime for the native and local entrepreneurs
to step forward with their special skills.
It is up to these people to focus on the individual business
opportunities that come to light in the strategy session. The
entrepreneurs are always asmall group in any society. They are
the men and women who
are conspicuous as organizers, manag-

ers and risk takers in the community. In the native and local
context they may bepoliticians, sports team captains, managers
and foremenfor big regionalindustrial economy businesses (oil
and gas, timber andconstruction companies) or students away at
colleges, technical institutes or universities. They may already
be running a local small business in the community. Wherever
they are, they must act on the strategies on behalf of both the
community and themselves and select business development
options.
Once the option(s) have been selected, it is time to consider
the different combinations of equity participation. To begin
with, equity participation can be defined as a risk interest or
ownership right in a property or business. It is symbolized by
share ownership, and inthe next economy modelthis concept is
expanded into three classes of ownership:
Class A common shares are limited to individual members
of the community (reserve, settlement, etc.). No age limit
for ownership is proposed, and purchase is limited only by
the size of the original offering to the community stock
market. On an annual basis the small company issuing the
shares may declare a dividend, and this dividend may betaken
in money or in kind (e.g., goods or services of equal value
from the business).
Class B commonshares
are limited to other corporate
entities in the community. Once again purchase is limited
only by the size of the original offering to the community
corporate stock market. Annual dividends, if declared, may
also take the form of money or equivalent amounts of product
or service.
Class C preferred shares are limited to non-members of the
community, such as governments, external corporations
and individuals. Once again, annual dividends, if declared,
may be in money, product or service equivalents.
CONCLUSIONS

This analysis of the bush, industrial and next economies has
concluded that there are significant parallels between the basic
social and administrative structures of the bush andnext economies and thatthe industrial economy is not a vehicle of choice
for development of native and local northern businesses. While
analytical concern has often been expressed by authors such as

Berger(1977,1985),Brody(1975,1981),House(1981,1986),
House andMercer (1980) andDeLanceyand Usher (1986)
about the inapplicabilityof industrial economy economic development models to village society in the bush (or hinterland
maritime) economy, hinterland regions of Canada continue to
suffer from the boom andbust cycles introduced by the central
metropolitan powers in the resource industries. As hinterland
regions typically do not control the economic opportunities
introduced by the metropolitan powers, they continue to be
dependent upon outside sources of capital, labour and expertise
for the development of their resource-related industries. The
end result is underdevelopment, cyclical swings in local economic fortunes and, very often, high levels of entrepreneurial
frustration.
By moving in the direction indicated by Hawken (1983),
residents of the Canadian hinterland should be able to develop
small, local businesses in the information and service sector and
capitalize on emerging opportunities in tourism, communitybased wholesaling and retailing, and financial services. To the
degree that these next economy businesses are locally owned
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The next economy model.

(by a sole entrepreneur, family or localized group of share
holders), profits will be recirculated in the immediate region,
management decisions will
be made by local residents and local
expertise will be developedfor continuing local application. As
next economy businesses grow andprosper, capital will accumulate locally for potential future regional investment. And as
this paper has demonstrated, for those people still close to the
bush economy, the steps to the next economy shouldbe shorter
and easier because the challenges they face will be similar to
thosetheirforebearshavealreadymetanddealtwith
successfully.
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